


Brand 
Benefits

The special vodkas of the “On Birch Buds” have a natural and mild taste. This is the vodka for
those who appreciate the natural and healthy products - birch buds, cedar nuts, honey and pepper,
provided to us by nature in Ukraine. A harmonious combination of ingredients and an exclusive recipe
are the secrets behind the subtle bouquet and smooth taste of the “On Birch Buds”.

All of the products of this brand are manufactured using high-grade "Luxe" alcohol, with the
addition of aromatic spirits infused with natural ingredients. These have healing properties and fill us
with the pure energy of Ukrainian nature!

The “On Birch Buds" is ideally suited for who appreciate original flavors and natural ingredients!
High quality, natural ingredients and original recipe is the key to its continued success and unique
taste, appreciated by thousands of consumers from world.



Sales increased by 5.51 times for 4 years
and reached 0.5 mln bottles per year
(by the end of 2013)

On Birch Buds export:
numbers and facts

Product increased 
for 451% for the last 4 years

Success
Indicators

Belarus Italy Russia

Bulgaria Israel UK

Canada Kazakhstan Ukraine

Cyprus Latvia

Estonia Lithuania

Georgia Moldova

Germany Portugal

World map of On Birch Buds presence



Product 
Range

0.7/0.5/0.2 0.5/0.2 0.5/0.2

On Birch Buds
Flavored soft vodka based on grain
“Luxe” alcohol mixed with natural
birch buds aromatic alcohol and
medicinal herbs - St. John's wort
and caraway seed.

On Birch Buds Kedrova
This vodka gives you a frosty
freshness feeling and a scent of
pine. Grain “Luxe” alcohol is
mixed with whole pine nuts
infusion, caraway seed tincture
and honey, thereby beverage has
absolutely balanced taste and a
pleasant bouquet.

On Birch Buds Honey and Pepper
Traditional Ukrainian bitters, made following an 
old-time recipe on the base high quality grain 
“Luxe” alcohol with honey and red Indian pepper 
adding.
Pleasant surprise of aroma and taste whets the 
appetite.



2012

Golden medal

2013

Golden medal for the etalon of 
ecological quality

2013

Silver medal

2013

Golden medal

2015

Golden medal

International tasting 
competition “UNITED 
VODKA”, Cannes, France

International Exhibition 
“ProdExpo”, Moscow, 
Russia

Reasons 
To Believe

“Na Berezovykh Brunkakh” is in TOP rating Regional Vodkas in the world rating Millionaires Club 2014

Alcoholic beverages 
competition “Beverly 
Hills International Spirits 
Awards”, Beverly Hills, 
USA 

International tasting 
competition “Best 
Drink”, Kiev, Ukraine

2014

The first position “For
the best recipe”
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